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Abstract
This explores the ways in which printmaking has been used in reference to

shifts in socioeconomic structures and movements of change. It researches

print through several centuries and provides a rough timeline of cases from

the early 19th century to the late 20th century.

Key theorists that informed the research include Berger,

Pelzer-Montada, and Jobling. The paper will take and analyse works of art

from several artists such as Kent, Mendros, and Hammet.

The first chapter examines 19th century London and 20th century

Palestine, looking at examples of how ease of access to a wider variety of

reading materials had a positive impact on overall literacy.

The second chapter focuses on printmaking and art produced during

the Vietnam war, and how artists expressed both positive and negative

emotions about the conflict.

Chapter 3 explores how printmaking became an influential tool for

feminists during the late 20th century, and how they recontectulised corporate

and domestic printend items to better suit their message.

In this paper’s conclusion I examine how successfully it compiles and

examines case-studies of print, and the aspects of community and cultures it

touched. It also looks forward to the future and a possible resurgence of

physical print due to the public’s fatigue towards heavily edited digital

communications.
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Introduction
This paper explores ways in which printmaking has had a positive impact on

society, and why such changes could have only been achieved through the

mechanism of print. Using both historic and contemporary journals, web

articles and books to bolster arguments that examine print’s role in society,

revolution and justice, this paper aims  to uncover often overlooked aspects of

how printmaking affected both industrial and public contexts, and how the line

between mass manufacturing and fine art piece is blurred by the innateness

of reproduction in print.

I cover the positive impact of printmaking to the illiterate working class of 19th

century England and 20th century Palestine throughout chapter 1. In the

second chapter of this paper I will cover printmaking as a tool for the

revolutionary, focusing on the propaganda design by Mendros and the

community posters of Chicano artists, as well as Corita Kent’s anti-war

installations. The final chapter will look at printmaking and social justice, and

how women such as textile designer Kathrine Hammet and author Sarah Dyer

used print as a way to spread messages of intersectional feminism.

Overall each of these chapters will show how in each situation the

accessibility of print as a self publishable and spreadable medium is an

advantage (and perhaps impossible) over other traditional mediums.

The invention of accessible printing was a catalyst for much of the modern

world. The original method of reproducing text was for scribes to copy

manuscripts by hand. This proved costly, assuring that only the upper classes

could afford to buy literature
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Chapters
Chapter 1: Printmaking and Literacy

This first chapter looks at the link between the advent of standardised mass

printing for text and image and literacy in two different communities, How

short periodicals were passed amongst the working class in London during a

period of industrial innovation, and then looking at a similar phenomenon that

occurred in 20th century Palestine.

Printing before the 15th century was reserved for the plates of books, often

taking the form of woodcuts or etchings.

This divide between those who could afford to read persisted until the late

19th century. Even with the advancements in mass printing technology,

literature still wasn’t accessible to all: ‘those illustrated magazines which

existed, did so as the exclusive reserve of the upper and middle classes,

being sold on subscription for a minimum of one month or more likely for

three.’ (Jobling and Crowley, 2003).

Fully illustrated reproducible books had only started to become feasible during

the 19th century too, and like slimmer publications they were reserved for the

wealthy - Joseph Bank’s landmark publication ‘Icones Plantarum’ included

‘126 copper printing plates’ (Rose, 2020) worth of illustrations, detailing newly

discovered and reclassified plants, and represented a huge leap in science’s

understanding of the natural world ‘a major part of the practice of natural

history involved publishing large, expensive volumes of text and copperplate

illustrations.’ (Rose, 2020) But who would be able to access this wealth of

information? Again, the same pattern of information being locked behind an

insurmountable barrier is apparent. At this point in history, there was still little

that could be done to help.
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However, a re-popularisation of wood etching at the end of the 19th century

became the catalyst that challenged the social literacy divide. Thomas

Beswick took advantage of the method’s ‘compatibility with the letterpress’

(Jobling and Crowley, 2003) which gave it a ‘distinct advantage over

lithography and intaglio, which had to be printed independently from text.’

(Jobling and Crowley, 2003) With a more effective way to print articles with

both images and text more affordable publications began to appear.

Penny presses and illustrated weeklies took advantage of the underserved

market of working class britons. One of the first illustrated weeklies, ‘Penny

Magazine’ published their first edition in 1832, and after three years had

amassed ‘the unprecedented regular readership of one million people.’

(Anderson, 1987) Penny Magazine’s popularity represented a jump in the

amount of written information that was available to people ‘Penny Magazine

was widely circulated and was not only available through the purchase of

individual copies but could also be read in working-class coffee-houses,

factories, workshops and mechanics’ institutes.’ (Jobling and Crowley, 2003)

A monthly subscription, which would have cost a considerable percentage of

a working class person’s wages, was no longer a barrier.

The illustrations in Penny Magazine showed topics such as zoology,

geography, architecture, and current affairs, and took up large portions of the

page so fine detail could be included. The publication’s articles focused on

being informative but brief, allowing for a wider range of subjects that would

hold attention - The brevity of the text meant that it was ‘intellectually

accessible’ (Anderson, 1987). Issues of Penny Magazine contained ‘four or

five articles of about 2,200 words each, along with a number of brief fillers’

(Bennett, 1984) and while the language of the articles was not specifically

modified for inexperienced readers, the ‘brevity’ of the articles required ‘some

simplification on complex matters’ (Bennett, 1984) meaning a working class

adult could read most articles and gain an understanding of the topic.
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Some of the most notable new exposure that working class people would

have gained from the reproduced printed images in Penny Magazine were

those depicting fine artwork. Art education was for the wealthy elite, leaving

most of England's population ignorant to the great works of painting and

sculpture that existed. Wood engravings depicting art were reproduced in

several editions of Penny Magazine, as the chief publisher Knight was certain

of the ‘broadly educative value of art’ (Anderson, 1987). Knight knew that

having reproductions of art in his magazine would not only be a unique selling

point, but a unique experience that was something ‘more instructive than

words’ (Anderson, 1987).

One of the principle examples is a half page wood engraving of The Dying

Gaul (fig. 1)

Fig. 1 (Anderson, 1987)                          Fig. 2 (McIntyre, 2017)

The Dying Gaul (Fig. 2) is thought to be a copy of a bronze sculpture from the

Greek Hellenistic period that had been lost for a number of centuries. When

the statue was rediscovered in the 17th century, it was treated as an

exemplary artwork of the period; The statue captures the Celt contemplating

their death with a realism that audiences felt a strong sense of poignancy

from.

‘[Art] entered the culture of the ruling class, whilst physically it was set

apart and isolated in their palaces and houses. During all this history the

authority of art was inseparable from the particular authority of the preserve.’

(Berger, 2012) Now, thanks to the industrialisation of printmaking, a poor man
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could hold a near perfect reproduction of a statue revered by the upper

classes for its artistic merit. The printed reproduction may not have had the

presence of the original sculpture, but the linework captured its piteous

nature, the passion and the sentiment that it would have inspired in reality.

In the article that accompanies the woodcut reproduction, the gaul is

described as ‘a man of toil, who has lived a laborious life’ (Anderson, 1987)

Knight emphasises the importance of the physical labour such a figure would

have gone through, and with his choice of words subtly conditions his working

class audience: If you work hard and your labour is being exploited you are a

righteous person, and you must endure suffering in a dignified manner. This

accentuation of the dying gaul’s tolerance for even his own death, at the

behest of a figure with no doubt more power and social influence than himself,

echoed Knight’s wishes for the working men who now made up his primary

readership: ‘Work hard, practice restraint, and value what you have - in short,

be civil.’ (Anderson, 1987). Knight’s misguided approach to diffusing art into

the common consciousness was still of value to the people it did reach. The

subtleties of Knight’s conditioning may not have broken through to the mind of

a day labourer, he may have simply felt seen by, and felt a connection to

something from another place and time, now reproduced thousands of times

and ending up in his hands. The role of printmaking as a social tool is clear

‘What we see is brought within our reach […] To touch something is to situate

oneself in relation to it’ (Berger, 2012) The labourer will not have the

opportunity in his lifetime to gain the educational tools to fully decode the

image’s meaning, but in the print he sees his struggles reflected back to him,

and he empathises.

By the second half of the 19th Century publications like the Penny Magazine

had fallen out of favour with the working class. It was felt that while the

information was certainly new and of some interest, the publication did not
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feel representative of the lives and reflective of the ideals of a working class

Britain.

‘By the end of the 1840s, however, these publications were supplanted
by affordable, often sensational weekly publications, such as Reynolds’s
Miscellany, The London Journal, and The Family Herald. Friendly to fiction
and featuring ample space for advice columns that made readers’ own voices
part of the reading material, these publications necessarily referred to the
crowds of readers who simultaneously consumed them.’ (Maurer, 2019)

Printmaking and the new postal costs had become comparatively

cheaper than the start of the 1800s, allowing people to create a publication

that wouldn’t be funded (and therefore controlled and edited) by the middle

classes. The wheels were in motion for printmaking to become an invaluable

tool for people who needed a cheap way to create and distribute powerful,

and often revolutionary, materials.

Another example of this phenomenon comes from 20th century palestine. It

took longer for affordable printing presses to arrive in the middle east, the

most common explanation for the slow incorporation of the technology was

the ‘distrustful attitude of sultans and 'ulama' alike toward the foreign

invention, on religious as well as political ground’ (Ayalon, 2010).

Fig. 3 (Ayalon, 2010)
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When the means to print did arrive, many took advantage of this new form of

circulating information, as government officials had less control over the

content. The most common form of these new publications were newspapers

and journals: ‘Printing machinery, often old and secondhand, was usually

imported for the specific purpose of producing newspapers.’ (Khalidi, 2006)

The brief format of newspapers allowed them to be filled with the current news

and happenings, which could then be permeated throughout the city - current

news in a written form was almost non existent before the 1900s ‘The abrupt

acceleration in test production, which the introduction of printing spurred in the

region [...] upset the traditional balance between the making of books and the

demand for them’ (Khalidi, 2006)

Larger scale in production was a benefit to Palestine because it made books,

and the knowledge contained within them, leagues more accessible than they

had been only decades prior. It ‘made possible the fast diffusion of books,

inspired and greatly facilitated the spread of education, and thus put more

written texts in the hands of the people.’ (Khalidi, 2006) For a country that had

high rates of illiteracy amongst the lower classes, the introduction of a cheap

method of reproducing texts continued to see positive societal benefits for

generations. This social shift echoes the similar change in Britain almost a

century prior, both showing the beneficial impact that printmaking can have on

working class communities, and its role in bringing an end to the exclusivity of

knowledge. In a little over 50 years, the availability of knowledge that

affordable printed materials brought meant that in palestine ‘nearly half of

whose members of school age (44.5 percent) were in school, with even higher

proportions in cities and towns’ (Khalidi, 2006)
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Chapter 2: Printmaking and Protest

This chapter focuses on the lens of the Vietnam War as a catalyst of

reactionary works of print, with both pro and anti military stances examined. It

will also explore the relationship between art, information and community with

Kent’s installations and the Chicano poster artists.

Printmaking proved its usefulness as a tool towards furthering a nation’s

literacy and art education, through the reproduction of text and image in 19th

century England and 20th century Palestine, but printmaking is most

commonly thought of as a branch of fine art. Creatives in the coming years

would prove that printmaking could create images as powerful as they were

beautiful.

One such example of this style of revolutionary printmaking are a series of

silkscreen posters designed by René Mederos (Fig. 4). Depicting scenes from

the Vietnam war, each image straddles the line between art object and

propaganda piece. Mederos was sent ‘on assignment from the Cuban

government’s Department of Revolutionary Orientation’ (Onion, 2015) to

explore the effects the dissenting factions were having on the country. Using

this trip as a reportage opportunity, Mederos created a series of posters that

used his signature screenprint style (honed in the silkscreen workshop he

worked at in Havana as a student) using vibrant colour and bold shape to

portray one of the most turbulent political situations of the era.

Mederos’s prints function as effective propaganda art by being unobtrusive in

their message, lacking slogans or logos that are typically associated with art

meant to influence, with the call to the Cuban people to rebel being solely

achieved through the aesthetic value of the prints themselves.

‘Cuban artists often addressed international subjects, in alignment with the
Cuban Revolution’s political focus. (Other posters produced around this time
expressed solidarity with anti-colonial guerrillas in Angola, Black Panthers in
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Watts, California, and the people of Hiroshima, Japan.) These Mederos
posters repeated the slogan “Como en Vietnam,” which was meant to
encourage Cubans to emulate the resourcefulness of the North Vietnamese in
their daily lives.’ (Onion, 2015)

While some posters in the series contained 36 separate colour layers and

required a great amount of skilled labour to reproduce, many others depicted

more simplistic ‘peaceful pastoral scenes of the Vietnamese countryside’

(Onion, 2015) that could be both easily and accurately be reproduced as

posters, which made them less demanding to distribute throughout Cuba.

However, the emphasis that Mederos put into the craftsmanship of the

‘Vietnam’ portfolio was not appreciated by every critic. The purpose of

Mederos’s posters were meant to bring hope to the population of Cuba, who

were plagued by a turbulent political climate, by depicting the ‘grassroots

revolutionary movement of the Vietnamese’ (Cheong, 2017) and encouraging

them to do the same.

When the prints were exhibited in Havana in 1972 David Kunzte, an American

art historian, wrote that

‘the Mederos Vietnam series and his other work was somewhat “controversial”
in Cuba: “too consistently cheerful, and lacking in emotional gradation,” failing
to emphasize the suffering caused by the ongoing conflict with the United
States.’ (Onion, 2015)

To argue whether or not Mederos created effective propaganda for anti-war

efforts in 1960s Cuba is beyond the scope of this paper, but what is important

to consider about the ‘Vietnam’ portfolio is the lasting grip that it had on a

generation of people. Silkscreen is an inherently reproducible method of

printmaking, and it is this reproducibility, and therefore accessibility, that is the

true triumph of the medium. A propaganda painting may only exist in one

space at a time, which limits its influence to a narrow subsect of people. A

silkscreen poster can, after the initial setup has been completed, be reliably

reproduced in numerous editions. The tactile aspect, the hand finished nature
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of silkscreen printing only serves to heighten the social and emotional value of

the image as propaganda, as it captures the people’s labour for a

Fig. 4 (Cushing, 2021)

cause in a tangible way. It shows people believed in a cause enough to use

their hands and create something, inspiring others through the elevation of

printmaking as a form of artistry.

René Mederos’s ‘Vietnam’ poster series proved to be more than inspiration for
anti-United States occupation in Cuba:

‘Political art coming out of Cuba in the 1960s and 1970s enjoyed broad
international distribution. Mederos’ posters were exhibited at the Galeria de la
Raza in San Francisco’s Mission District in 1970, influencing Chicano poster
artists in the United States, and reprinted to raise funds for medical aid to
Vietnam.’ (Onion, 2015)

The Chicano poster political movement was born out of the difficulties that

working class mexican and latin americans who were ‘struggling to establish

unions against the powerful agribusiness and ranching interests of California

and Texas, [...] the urban working classes of the Southwest and Midwest, and

the growing student movement.’ (Goldman, 1984)

Developed during the mid 70s, Mederos is credited as one of the key

inspirations behind much of the Chicano posters produced during the period.
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Rupert Garcia, one of the key figures in Chicano silkscreen, wrote of

Mederos’s posters that ‘the incredible quality of the designs and the use of

revolutionary experience moved me deeply.’ (Goldman, 1984)

Berger’s explanation that as the reproducible image ‘travels, it’s meaning is

diversified’ (Berger, 2012) provides the important context into the relationship

between the ‘Vietnam’ portfolio and the Chicano poster movement. The artists

saw work that was meant to inspire societal change for a country in turmoil,

and recognised their own struggles reflected within it . The Chicano artists

recognised that they could utilise the same techniques. With this

approachability, printmaking again showed itself to be instrumental in a

reshaping of society, especially in the hands of the working class.

Silkscreen Chicano posters became prevalent in areas of San

Francisco, which boasted impressive amounts of both wall space and foot

traffic, meaning the Chicano political scene ‘flourished as a major means of

communication’ (Goldman, 1984) and afforded working class latin americans

visibility that had not been previously possible.

The artwork that Chicano artists produced was the product of the societal

influence and approachability that is inherent to printmaking, and influenced

by another printmaker’s passion for a cause. The ripple effect it has on social

movements is something other mediums either cannot accommodate through

barriers to entry, or through the slower turnaround time for (or even lack of)

mass producibility. The combination of both elements is integral to

printmaking's success as a mechanism for societal change.

While Mederos created prints that elevated the resourcefulness of the

Vietnamese people, other artists focused their work on a much clearer stance

of anti-american involvement.

Anti-war art was often explored in the radicalist movements in the 60s and

70s, especially by those in lower economic brackets. Anti-Vietnam war
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protests had reached as far as England ‘protests in London in October 1967

and, especially, March 1968’. (Stephens, Stout, Carey-Thomas and Curtis,

2004) Attitudes towards anti-war efforts opened to wider investigations of

social justice:

‘By the end of the sixties there was a perceptible sense of
disillusionment and disappointment. Artists predominantly sought ‘the
dematerialisation of the art object’, to achieve an art that was ephemeral,
temporal and often non-commercial, performative and conceptual. At the
same time, against the backdrop of the economic and political crises [...],
there emerged an art that engaged more directly with the struggles of gender
and class politics, aligned itself with those who had failed to gain from the
promises of the consumer society that had determined so much of the sixties.’
(Stephens, Stout, Carey-Thomas and Curtis, 2004)

Unsurprisingly, print artists were inspired by these changing social

standards, and many entered prolific periods. Print became a tool not just to

disseminate information that hadn't been pre-approved by the elite classes,

but for artists who desired the means to spread a counter culture message.

The American military presence in Vietnam engrossed Corita Kent. Kent

joined the sisterhood of the Immaculate Heart when she was a young woman.

She quickly found herself teaching art in the Immaculate Heart college,

working there ‘from 1947 through 1968’. (Someday is Now: The Art of Corita

Kent | The Andy Warhol Museum, 2015) Kent’s favoured medium was

silkscreen as, like Mederos, she loved the ease of accessibility, yet quality

finish that it could create. She felt that the ‘democratic outreach’ (Dammann

and Wachs, 2016) of silkscreen could create ‘affordable art for the masses’

(Dammann and Wachs, 2016).

The Sister’s use of screen printing was inspired by other pop artists,

like Warhol and Lichtenstein: ‘Kent’s vivid tones take their cue from Andy

Warhol’s neon Soup Cans of 1965 [...] blithe discolouration of a known brand

image that highlight pop’s taste for hedonism.’ (Dackerman, 2015) Like

Warhol, Kent incorporated iconic symbols of America’s consumerism,
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recontextualising not only the visual identity of corporate entities, but their

famous slogans and text. Combined with scripture and religious teachings,

Kent’s prints pointed at the commodification of modern American living, and

the hypocrisy that the advertisements exhibited.

The transformative nature of Kent’s screen prints were their most striking

feature, as the use of everyday American iconography broke down the

insurmountable semiotic barrier that high art surrounded itself with, thus

ensuring that anybody could make meaning from her work:

‘Like a priest, a shaman, a magician, she could pass her hands over
the commonest of the everyday, the superficial, the oh-so-ordinary, and make
it a vehicle of the luminous, the only, and the hope filled.’ (Someday is Now:
The Art of Corita Kent | The Andy Warhol Museum, 2015)

Kent’s methods of production were not the only part of her practice that

appealed to the socially conscious Americans of the 60s. Themes of peace

and equality were often tackled, aligning Kent’s ideals more closely with the

protesters walking the streets than many of the politicians who preached

so-called christian values.

One of Coita Kent’s first artworks on the Vietnam war was a large corporate

commission. She was tasked with creating a christmas mural for IBM, to

feature in the windows of their showroom in New York. While it may have

been an unusual place for a serious topic, Kent was tired of the ‘hollow

platitudes’ (Dackerman, 2015) that were a common sentiment on christmas

cards of the time, centering the mural around the insincerity of ‘peace on

earth’, an indictment of American-centric thinking (Fig. 5). If looking further

afield than the states, the strife American interference caused was obvious, so

Kent ‘fleshed out the concept of “peace” within the context of the specific

conditions of 1965, including social unrest, civil rights, and the war in

Vietnam.’ (Dackerman, 2015)
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Fig. 5 (Dackerman, 2015)

Stripping the phrase of its context on christmas cards and presenting it as the

plain text emphasised the treatment of a christian holiday as a secular

sentimentality, which Kent felt politicians used, along with American

nationalism disguised as patriotism, to justify their pro-war stances.

Building a mural was a physically daunting prospect, so Kent decided

that she would invite ‘twenty-two students in the class [who] worked

collaboratively.’ (Dackerman, 2015) and opened the commission as a ‘project

for her lettering and design course at Immaculate Heart College’. (Dackerman,

2015)

Turning her corporate commission into an opportunity for her students reflects

Corita Kent’s philosophy about art and printmaking, as it allowed female

students who hadn’t had an opportunity to show how they felt the war was

affecting them ‘the small furor was caused by young female college students

and a Catholic nun, as if such women could not really pose a serious threat.’

(Dackerman, 2015) The 60s still treated students, especially young women,

as ignorant to the inner workings of the political world, but youth centred

movements from the late 60s had begun to organise street marches and
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protests. Kent was helping to lift stigmatised voices into the ears, and eyes, of

corporate America.

Kent and her students had to consider materials. They decided on

Kent’s method of ‘silkscreen [...] and painting’ (Dackerman, 2015), choosing a

canvas of ‘corrugated cardboard boxes’ (Dackerman, 2015) Both material and

medium demonstrated Kent’s philosophy of social outreach through affordable

art. Cardboard is an affordable and accessible canvas, which is favoured by

artists creating large installations. Silkscreen’s setup avoids the use of

numerous chemicals and equipment that the other printing methods require.

The repeatability of Kent’s chosen practice allowed students to work

collaboratively regardless of skill level, due to the less technical nature of the

equipment.

Not only was the work accessible from the creative’s side, but the

audience's side also. The assembled boxes created a piece that ‘emphasised

its bodily scale and showy, theatrical presence’. (Dackerman, 2015) The effect

of this scale, combined with the obvious anti-war message was arresting.

‘With lettering large enough to be visible to cars whizzing past and details

sufficiently intimate to draw sustained attention from window-shoppers

strolling by.’ (Dackerman, 2015)

This was public work that wasn't confined to the walls of a gallery and

swathed in the iconography of the pretentious elite. It engaged on a level that

was more open, inviting people to explore the themes of anti-war protests as

they walked, the bright almost advertisement-like quality of the prints speaking

a familiar language. However, Kent’s message wasn’t commercial - it was

political.

Kent’s own words on the piece blended the sentimentality of the

holidays with the trappings of capitalist branding ‘Christmas is a time when we

should all get together, at least in thought, the rich and the poor: the Pepsi

Generation of affluent America who is told to ‘come alive!’ and the soldier of

the same generation who is sent to a poor country and told to kill and perhaps

die.’ (Dackerman, 2015)
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Fig. 6 (SF MOMA, 2008)

Unsurprisingly, she continued to use her printmaking as an outlet for

her frustrations with America’s continuing involvement with Vietnam. Stop the

bombing (1967) (Fig. 6) seemingly drops the saccharin motifs of Peace on

Earth, with bold and outright declarations to end the war. While it’s of note that

Kent used more diffuse ideas in her public art for the working class, in this

gallery piece the meaning is unambiguous - possibly not letting the middle

classes be complicit or ignore the messages she put forth. However,

examining the print reveals that even here Kent uses (less oblique) symbolism

to make her argument.

The smaller text, at first look overpowered by the larger message of

‘Stop the bombing’, is of Kent’s own hand, and is ‘from the perspective of a

war dissenter who, refusing to fight in Vietnam, nevertheless battles the war at

home.’ (Dackerman, 2015) The text also mentions ‘the six-o’clock news’,

‘headlines lurking on the street’, and ‘the angry love songs on the radio’.

(Dackerman, 2015) Uncovering the American media’s sanitization of the

atrocities that were committed to swathe their public’s guilt. The ambiguous

nature of the text can also be seen as the perspective of a Vietnamese citizen,
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who were more proportionately affected by the violence than the American

population. The odd distortion of the main text ‘slopes diagonally across the

sheet, suggesting a flag blown by the wind’ (Dackerman, 2015). The bright

colour of the screen print, red white and blue, are suggestive of the American

flag, associated with the unflinching patriotism that politicians at the time tried

to project. The chromatic symbolism also ties into the placement of the larger

text. It spans across two contrasting fields of colour, bridging the two,

representing the citizens of two different nations' shared, yet unheard,

sentiment to “stop the bombing”.

Corita Kent’s Prints are almost in diametric opposition to Menderos’s

Vietnam Portfolio. His prints emphasises the industriousness and

perseverance of Vietnam to the Cuban working-class public, but Kent’s work

only served to show the plight, the horror, that was happening half the globe

away, and that America was complicit in. Kent’s printmaking was her method

of capturing the attention of those who would normally seek to gloss over the

creative and political output of a nun, a woman so devoted to her relationship

with God that she lived her entire life around christian principles. She did not

let this impact the uninformed perception that others tried to force onto her.

This rebellion against perception can also be found in the silkscreen

statement fashion of Kathrine Hammet, whose visual style of bold printed

messages echo Kent’s unabashed sense of self styling.
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Chapter 3: Printmaking and Feminism

This chapter looks at specific examples of female designers who looked to

address the gap between genders that is present in society, through two

non-conventional forms of printmaking, based more in occupational practises

than fine art ones. Both artists Hammet and Dyer use printmaking to spread

messages, with both a focused and wide intended audience.

In the latter half of the 20th century printmaking began to show that it could

not only be at the forefront of expressions of racial and social divide, but many

movements growing in the public eye. Printmaking flourished in early left-wing

and feminist movements, following the pattern noted in this paper of a

disenfranchised group using the diverse medium to spread ideas of their

culture and content.

Kathrine Hammet, English fashion designer and leftwing activist, took this

premise to its logical extreme. Hammet was dissatisfied with the unspoken,

yet accepted, rule of fashion design that stated ‘men know better what

pleases men, and since women dress to please men they preferred to be

dressed by men’ (Rubinstein and Steele, 1994) and the increasingly

impossible to meet ‘feminine ideals’ of women’s fashion in 1980s Britain. In

calculated retaliation, Hammet began designing in a style she termed

‘confrontational dressing’ (Rubinstein and Steele, 1994) which produced,

amongst other garments, her most famous products: silkscreen printed slogan

t-shirts. Silkscreen was an obvious choice for Hammet’s designs, as it allowed

for more efficient production times relative to other clothing fabrication

techniques like Appliqué. This reduced manufacturing time meant the slogans

were able to be relevant to the current political scene, almost up to the

minute. The other advantage of silkscreen was printmaking’s obvious benefit

of consistent reproducibility, meaning slogan shirts could be produced for

anybody who agreed with the message.
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The bold typography characteristic of the iconic slogan shirts made them

difficult to ignore. When Hammet

‘met then-Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in 1984 wearing a slogan
T-shirt declaring "58 per cent Don't Want Pershing" (in reference to America's
controversial Pershing II guided missile being deployed in West Germany),
has become the stuff of fashion legend - but the bold statement didn't make
quite the impression on the PM that Hamnett hoped, she has revealed. "She
didn't notice it at first," the designer tells tells The Times, "but then she looked
down and made a noise like a chicken.’ (Nast, 2008) (Fig. 7)

Fig. 7 (Za, 2010)

In a single printed sentence, Hammet had used confrontational dressing to

undermine the most prominent political figure of the time. The bold printed

lettering was specifically chosen to stand out in a photograph, a photograph

which was then reprinted, through offset lithography, into the national papers

and into the hands of everybody in Britain.

The slogan silkscreen t-shirts were called ‘the polar opposite of what is

generally considered good taste and desirable appearance’ (Rubinstein and

Steele, 1994). Female fashion was (and in many aspects still is) about

dressing to reflect yourself as a woman - and what a woman was expected to

be. Confrontational dressing in a printed message strips away this power

imbalance by forcing you to look, to read, and to appreciate harsh truths. By

literally printing your thoughts onto yourself, you reject the idea of dressing

purely for the consumption of the male gaze and force people to listen. The
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visual aspect is an important factor in the political rebellion, as a woman is all

too easily talked over or dismissed. The heart worn on your sleeve is

recontextualized to a visual political statement printed across the chest.

On the surface level Hammet’s printed slogan shirts are political in a sense

that they literally force you to engage with left wing and feminist theory, but on

a secondary level, they are metaphorical statements about a women’s right to

ownership of their bodies and self image. The consumption of her image is

not always in a woman’s direct control, but through the simple addition of a

silkscreen printed garment, she can make you listen to what she has to say.

In the late 1990s ‘Heroin Chic’ was the trending body type that was pushed on

every television show and through celebrity fashions. A space to discuss new

feminist ideas in popular culture was non-exsistant, so a movement  of

disenfranchised women began one of their own.

‘Riot Grrrl’ zines took inspiration from the ‘punk practices of self-promotion

and DIY’ (Buchanan, 2018) and used it to create self-made publications that

were unregulated by corporate culture ‘riot grrrl zine rhetoric relied on the

practice of social circulation to re-create feminism and re-imagine female punk

scenes. Zines were the primary communication tool to connect local scenes to

a larger community.’ (Buchanan, 2018) The name ‘Zine’ was taken from the

second half of the word ‘Magazine’, which embodied the stripped down

presentation of many of the produced publications. Zines, by design, were

easy to produce and even easier to circulate. Taking advantage of a new

development in digital printing, Xerox, young girls could create illustrations

and prose, and then use household materials to cheaply circulate original

works that would have been time consuming to reproduce normally. Xerox

printing had limitations (chiefly, the loss of image quality and lack of colour)

but the speed and cost compared to other manual printing methods far

outweighed any potential detriments.
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However the biggest benefit of Xeroxing zines was the ability to copy

works without having access to the original master.

‘Writing on the bottom of each page of her zine “Copy this and pass it
on! Copy this and pass it on! Copy this and pass it on! Copy this and pass it
on! Please?” [...] calling readers to share her reviews and showing that getting
information from others is more important than making money from the
project.’ (Buchanan, 2018)

In all traditional printing methods, the use of a master plate or screen is

required to make the reproduction, which means that whilst many copies

could be made for dissemination, the means of reproduction would always be

centralised to one location at a time. Zines could be spread amongst women

in branching paths; If three women received a zine and photocopied it, they

could give it to three more women, who could copy that zine, and so on,

without any of them having seen the original. While Berger argued that art

was devalued by reproduction that detached the context from the work, zine

producers were creating a space that relied on it.

Zine’s unregulated nature meant that women could explore themes through

image and text, away from an academic space with a perceived barrier for

entry. The emphasis on a mix of text and illustration conveyed their thoughts

on topics like race and body image, and would have been perceived by the

social elite as unworthy. However, the taboo topics riot grrrl zines explored

benefited from the perspective of the ones who were affected by them.

Themes were explored with an authenticity that academic spaces would not

have expected from seventeen and eighteen year old working class girls.

‘Lamm deploys the visual and spatial properties of her medium in
deliberate ways. Although she presents herself as powerful, a woman not to
be messed with, her zine's visual components and its form suggest
vulnerability. The narrative harangues from the palm of the reader's hand, a
furious message that is so delicate it could easily be crumpled and discarded.
The zine's form dramatises the difficulty of demanding fat acceptance in a
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society overrun with images of small, nonthreatening womanhood.’
(Piepmeier, 2008)

Zines were popular, spread by in-person trading and through the post

throughout the United states. ‘Because of the large number of zines being

created for and by young women, female identified zine creators formed zine

distros.’ (Buchanan, 2018) An entire generation of illustrators had an

unpoliced space to create and consume the works that they wanted to see,

altogether due to the advent of cheap digital printing. It was the most

simplistic way to share their illustrations in an age that had started to devalue

manual reproduction printing, but had not yet gained enough digital

anchorage to make sharing illustrations over the internet possible.

Fig. 8 (Duke University Library, 2019)

Zine’s lasting influence on illustration circles, especially those centered on

feminist topics, is still felt today in the equivalent modern disciplines. Sarah

Dyer was the woman who ran the revered zine review guide ‘Action Girl

Guide’ (Fig. 8), a popular zine that reviewed zines, as well as gave information

on where to find female centric work, and even local feminist groups. ‘Sarah

also went on to create Action Girl Comics in 1994 which highlighted

self-published comics by women.’ (Buchanan, 2018) The popularity of sharing
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copied prints of illustrations by the young working class had led to a

commercial, mainstream scene that championed female illustrators.
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Conclusion
This paper has examined many points in history, and within social groupings,

where the act of printmaking has had an invaluable impact. Printmaking has

made the dissemination of knowledge and text second nature in modern

society, been the way social movements spread their message, and shaped

how our current community functions. These impacts have spanned the last

few centuries, so it is exciting to theorise how printmaking will continue to

evolve as a political tool in the coming decades. While reliance on manual

printmaking (and indeed many more process-lead artforms) declined in the

late 20th century, they endured in the movements that needed them most, and

in recent years have experienced a revival in interest. On the social sharing

platform Instagram, the hashtag ‘printsnotdead’ returns over forty seven

thousand results, with more voices and opinions being added every day. To

look at the future of print, and how it will continue to support the transmission

of radical ideas, we can turn to Richard S. Fields influential artists manifesto

‘Sentences on printed art’. Fields posited multiple considerations on print as

an artform, such as point 6 ‘Prints are the natural expression of the masses

because they are expressions of the means of production.’ (Pelzer-Montada,

2018) and point 29 ‘Prints are mechanical tools that mediate private thought

and public experience; as such they comprise media, the means of cultural

transmission.’ (Pelzer-Montada, 2018) are the most pertinent to the themes

within this paper, and sum up the contemplations within it the most succinctly.

Exploring these concepts’ place in the future brings us to concepts like the

current pushback against digital art ownership, NFTs, and electronic one-offs;

In addition to the return to craft as a more direct way to control the ownership

and means of production of one’s own art. With digital surveillance at an all

time high, the physical production of prints may again prove to be the most

advantageous method of circulating uncensored and revolutionary opinions

between marginalised classes. The recent events of history have also
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provided many examples of how digital media is too easy to manipulate to

skew one way or the other, with the term ‘Fake News’ becoming a highly

publicised issue. A return to physical print media, even at small scale, as a

reaction to a phenomenon like this isn’t surprising. The uncomplicated

presentation of physical printed images and text aren’t as readily manipulated

as the non-tangible, and impart a sense of assuredness of their content.

In conclusion I feel that this paper has used its content to fully explore how

printmaking is used as a tool by the marginalised parts of society as a

dependable and affordable way to disseminate information, and answer the

questions posited in the introduction about not only in the broader sense, but

in more intimate detail as well.
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